Navigation within the Lectures

In order to successfully navigate the lectures for this course, you will need to understand where each of the links on the pages will lead you. As you will find out, each lecture has been done with Captivate 3.0. You will be able to view each page for as long as you need and may possibly want to take notes from your Gall, Gall, & Borg book to assist with understanding the topics. Each lecture coincides with a chapter or two from this book and you will find that the book will become a great resource. Navigation of the Captivate lectures is as follows:

• The first and last pages or each lecture with have links to the left which will navigate you to an individual page in the Captivate presentation. These will be useful if you need to review any topic, rather than starting from the beginning. The topic you are brought to is the beginning of that topic in the lecture, so, if you want to review the null hypothesis and there are 4 pages dedicated to this topic, you will be able to use the navigation button to go to page one of this topic.
• Home: will bring you back to the first page of the Captivate presentation
• Back: will bring you to the previous page in the presentation
• Next: which you will need to use to go to the very next page (you must use this button to go to each page)
• Exit: will bring you to my online Website
• There may be links at the end of each presentation from which you can obtain more information on the topics presented. These will take you outside the lecture and when you navigate back, you will have to start from the beginning of the presentation. If you need to access the additional links, just click on the “links” navigation button on page one of the presentation. I am trying to work on this to make sure it will not cause a restart, sorry for this confusion.

If you have any questions about the navigation of your presentation, please ask via the discussion board under the “questions” heading and you will get a response as soon as possible.